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Publisher's Note: Products purchased from Third Party sellers are not guaranteed by the
publisher for quality, authenticity, or access to any online entitlements included with the
product.Microchip continually updates its product line with more capable and lower cost
products. They also provide excellent development tools. Few books take advantage of all the
work done by Microchip. 123 PIC Microcontroller Experiments for the Evil Genius uses the best
parts, and does not become dependent on one tool type or version, to accommodate the widest
audience possible.Building on the success of 123 Robotics Experiments for the Evil Genius, as
well as the unbelievable sales history of Programming and Customizing the PIC Microcontroller,
this book will combine the format of the evil genius title with the following of the microcontroller
audience for a sure-fire hit.

From the PublisherMyke Predko is Test Architect at Celestica, in Toronto, Canada, a supplier of
printed circuit boards to the computer industry. An experienced author, Myke wrote McGraw-
Hill's best-selling 123 Robotics Projects for the Evil Genius; PICmicro Microcontroller Pocket
Reference; Programming and Customizing PICMicro Microcontrollers, Second Edition;
Programming Robot Controllers; and other books, and is the principal designer of both TAB
Electronics Build Your Own Robot kits.From the Back CoverPublisher's Note: Products
purchased from Third Party sellers are not guaranteed by the publisher for quality, authenticity,
or access to any online entitlements included with the product.123 PIC® MICROCONTROLLER
EXPERIMENTS FOR THE EVIL GENIUS123 STEPS FROM NEWBIE TO PIC PROGRAMMING
GENIUS!"Smart" house features and "smart" appliances, are just some of the multitude of
inexpensive PIC micontroller projects created by PIC expert Myke Predko.More than just hours
of fun, these exciting experiments provide a solid grounding in PIC microcontrollers and the
skills needed to program them -- from the ground up. Each experiment builds on those before it,
so you develop a hands-on, practical understanding of microcontroller programming. You don't
need any knowledge of programming to get started. But by the end, you'll be able to complete
your own awesome projects!123 PIC Microcontroller Projects for the Evil Genius:Introduces you
to programming and customizing the PIC MCU step-by-step -- you don't need to be a whiz to get
started, but you will be when you are finishedShows you how to set up your own PICmicro MCU
(microcontroller) and development lab based on one inexpensive Microchip PICkit 1(R) starter
kitVividly explains the science and electronics underlying microcontrollersGives you enjoyable
step-by-step experiments that build your skills, one small increment at a timeTeaches you to
program PICmicros in both C and assembly languageShows you how to interface sensors,
switches, LEDs, LCDs, and other commonly used electronic interfacesOffers step-by-step
experiments that develop handy resource routines in assembly languageChallenges you to



stretch the limits of PIC MCU applicationsSuggests exciting directions you can take your new
programming skillsSupplies parts lists and program listingsGo to: www.books.mcgraw-hill.com/
authors/predko for:Full source code for the experimentsPC executable codeLinks to buy your
own Microchip PICkit 1 starter kitLinks to other resourcesIMAGINATIVE EXPERIMENTS THAT
TEACH PIC MCU PROGRAMMING -- WHILE PROVIDING HOURS OF LEARNING FUN!
[Inside book]ABOUT THE AUTHORMyke Predko is Test Architect at Celestica, in Toronto,
Canada, a supplier of printed circuit boards to the computer industry. An experienced author,
Myke wrote McGraw-Hill’s best-selling 123 Robotics Projects for the Evil Genius; PICmicro
Microcontroller Pocket Reference; Programming and Customizing PICMicro Microcontrollers,
Second Edition; Programming Robot Controllers; and other books, and is the principal designer
of both TAB Electronics Build Your Own Robot kits.About the AuthorMyke Predko is Test
Architect at Celestica, in Toronto, Canada, a supplier of printed circuit boards to the computer
industry. An experienced author, Myke wrote McGraw-Hill's best-selling 123 Robotics Projects
for the Evil Genius; PICmicro Microcontroller Pocket Reference; Programming and Customizing
PICMicro Microcontrollers, Second Edition; Programming Robot Controllers; and other books,
and is the principal designer of both TAB Electronics Build Your Own Robot kits.Read more
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The PIC Microcontroller: Your Personal Introductory Course Make: More Electronics: Journey
Deep Into the World of Logic Chips, Amplifiers, Sensors, and Randomicity Designing Embedded
Systems with PIC Microcontrollers: Principles and Applications



T. Anderson, “Very strong on learning C for PICs and on using the powerful, free tools from
Microchip -- the source of PICs.. The mistakes and typos and the fact that many "experiments"
are just reading (which is necessary, but hardly experimental) cost one star. Otherwise, this
book is very strong on running you through the C commands and on using the Debugger built
into the FREE MPlab IDE from Microchip. This is real programming, folks, and you can use your
imagination to take you from turning on the LEDs on the PICKit I board to controlling
sophisticated electronic equipment. There is little other equipment to buy, which makes it easy
to cruise through the lessons (and it's easy on the pocketbook, too!) One more drawback is that
the information on MPLab and PIC-C are dated: Microchip has bought PIC-C (still FREE!), and
MPLab has moved ahead a couple of versions. So if you're a beginner, please read the "Getting
Started" and User Manual documentation that comes with the PICKit. Or, start with Chuck
Hellebuyck's Beginner's Guide to Embedded C Programming, which uses PICKit II, and work
backward (as I did -- I recommend this, as MPLab works best using Project Wizard, a new
concept not in this book).”

Andrea Spinelli, “wicked cool PIC MCU projects and games,where are you?. Even though there
are few if none at all projects for the "evil genius", this book contains a pretty good course to
learn about the PIC microcontrollers and their programming. Everything explained is in clear and
simple language, even familiar most of the time. I found the content of it very helpful and I
developed my own projects with a different PIC MCU, modified the code with little pain and
finally everything worked fine. Unfortunately I could program only in assembler because the C
compiler "HI-TECH PICC LITE" suggested by the book is too complicated and giving me a hard
time to make it work properly.”

voltron, “Good book for learning about Pic. This is a nice book. One that woudl work well with
begginers. A lot of beginners books, aer way to technical and or have too many chapters before
you get to your first program. This book is different the first chapter they give you a brief
introduction and tell you what material you will need and the software that the author is using.
Other books fall short here. I have seen many books where they dont tell you which software is
being used nor do they recommend one, so when your trying to follow what they are doing it
becomes fustrating because different software have different feature and in some the syntax
may change so the books is of little help. The other issue with other books is you dont know
ahead of time all the material that is required. Here at the begining of the project you know what
is needed for the project. The first few projects are really simple and this is good for a beginner,
short simple programs and gradually become more complex. Very good book. Easy to follow,
and you know what software to use. My recommendation for anyone who buys this book is to
use the same software that the author uses instead of the latest version. The book uses MPLAB



version 7 but the software is now offering MPLAB X which has changed a lot from version 7.
The good news is that the makers of MPLAB still offer earlier version that you can download and
run. By using the same version as the author its easy to follow the illustrations, once you have
the hang of programming the pics, you can delete the old version and play with the new one.”

Howard Barnes, “This is a dandy book. I have actually finished the first 50 projects. I did every
one of them and made them work, exactly as advertised. The book is awesome althoughnot
without problems. There were no significant errors in the C code unlessyou consider using '11',
instead of '++' to increment a for loop to be serious? Anyway, this is a trivial error and anyone
remotely familiar with C would detect it immedidately. Otherwise all 50 projects have compiled
flawlessly with the exception of Experiment 49 which uses a 16F684 to decode a keypad. The
code consumed all of the code space but, once understood, was easily resolved by hard-coding
a few constants in order to conserve space. As for the circuits, nary a hitch with the single
exception, again in project 49, of failing to connect pin 5 of an LCD to ground. But again, this is
easily understandable if you are paying attention to his previous project.Another issue is the
author's usage of Enlish. There are some syntax problems but, again, if you want to concentrate
on the project, you willunderstand what is being said and done. If the remaining projects
evenapproach these first 50, I will consider this a magnficent accomplishment.If you want to
master the PIC 16F, you cannot go wrong with this book.”

Brassfly, “Good resource.. This book has some very good information but the tools used were a
bit dated. Would like to see an update using the latest tools. The information and programming
principles are still very relevant and helpful.”

Ian, “Really good introduction for anyone into electronics but it's also pretty oldschool. Really
good introduction for anyone into electronics but it's also pretty oldschool”

T E SPEED, “Five Stars. Dad loved it”

Bek, “123PIC Experiments. Ich nutze das Buch gern.Das es in Englisch ist, dürfte für einen
Programmierer/Elektroniker keine riesige Hürde darstellen zumal dieSchaltpläne/Programme eh
international sind.Das Buch ist eine Fundgrube an Lösungsideen. Die vorhandenen
Programmschnippsel sind ebenfalls sehr hilfreich.Aus meiner Sicht sind folgende Bereiche
vorhanden.- PIC Grundlagen und Befehlskodes- Beispiele zur Ansteuerung von externen
Modulen wie LED/LCD/Sensoren/Treibern usw.- Schaltungsideen und Lösungs-Vorschläge-
Vorschläge zur Mathematik mit PICs, wie Multiplikation, Skalierungen, Kodewandlungen u.ä.Ich
nehme das Buch sehr gern in die Hand, es ist so einen Art Kochbuch für PIC-Kontroller.”

The book by Sue Pearson has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 67 people have provided feedback.
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